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In music, polyphony is one type of musical texture, where a texture is, generally speaking, the way that
melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic aspects of a musical composition are combined to shape the overall sound
and quality of the work.
Polyphony - Wikipedia
Renaissance music is vocal and instrumental music written and performed in Europe during the Renaissance
era. Consensus among music historians has been to start the era around 1400, with the end of the medieval
era, and to close it around 1600, with the beginning of the Baroque period, therefore commencing the musical
Renaissance about a ...
Renaissance music - Wikipedia
The Renaissance, also known as "Rinascimento" (in Italian), was an influential cultural movement that
brought about a period of scientific revolution and artistic transformation at the dawn of modern history in
Europe.
Renaissance - New World Encyclopedia
La polifonÃ-a (del griego Ï€Î¿Î»Ï•Ï‚ [polis] = "muchas" y Ï†Î¿Î½Î¿Ï‚ [phonos] = "sonidos, melodÃ-as") en
mÃºsica es un tipo de textura musical en la que suenan simultÃ¡neamente mÃºltiples voces melÃ³dicas que
son en gran medida independientes o imitativas entre sÃ-, de importancia similar y ritmos diversos.
PolifonÃ-a - Wikipedia, la enciclopedia libre
A History of the British People, Their Culture & Civilisation 5 reading, the ability to develop an argument and
support it with illustrations.
A HISTORY OF THE BRITISH PEOPLE, THEIR CULTURE & CIVILISATION
Some 'early' folias in alphabetical order of composer Anonymous for keyboard (late 17th century) Follias
Manuscript of the musical collection of the Archivio Doria Panphilij in Roma.
Some early folias
Traditional & Classiacl Arabic Music. Arabic music or Arab music (Arabic: Ù…ÙˆØ³ÙŠÙ‚Ù‰ Ø¹Ø±Ø¨ÙŠØ©;
MÅ«sÄ«qÄ• Ê¿ArabÄ«yya) is the music of the Arab World, including several genres and styles of music
ranging from Arabic classical to Arabic pop music and from secular to sacred music.
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